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Energiewende continued –
tackling the challenge of coal
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Global emissions are increasing, again
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Data: CDIAC/GCP/BP/USGS

Projection 2017
36.8 Gt CO2
▲ 2.0% (08% – 3.0%)
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Source: Global Carbon Project [Le Quéré, 2017] based on data from Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Centre at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [CDIAC] 

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
We have one common global problem, a huge problem, we need to decrease our CO2-emissions to limit the effect of global warming. This is undisputable! There is one certain action that we need to take, we need to face out all fossil energy use. And to be very clear, with fossil I mean CO2-emitting fuels. There are however many ways to attack the problem and to reach the common goal I am certain that we need all resources attainable. EU is one of the mayor emittors of CO2, and Germany is one of the mayor economis in EU, therefore any initiative taken by Germany to decrease emissions is highly welcome. However, Energiwende is not about decreasing emissions, it is all about phasing out the nuclear power. This is not only unwise, from a global climate perspective, this is seriously harmful!
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Germany misses target

*CO2e – Carbon dioxide equivalency is a quantity that describes the amound of CO2 that would have the same global warming potential
Sources the federal government of Germany, federal environment agency and Angora energiewende

Germany’s greenhouse gas emissions 1990 – 2016 and 2020 projection
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Previous Energiwendes, an inspiration

EfH 2017

Added kWh/capita

Some countries have already gone
through Energiwende, away from 
fossile fuels. 

To be able to replace all fossile fuels
by 2050 the rate of replacement
must be in average 270 kWh/capita

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
What the world needs is fast replacement of fossile fuels to fossile free sources. A calculation experiment shows that to replace all fossile fuels used globally with fossile free electricity, the rate must be high, 2000 TWh/year.Let me be clear - Renewables are one of the most important solutions to reach our global CO2-targets!BUT – we cannot expect RES to solve the problem. It is simply to inefficient. The installed capacity has to low capacity factors, and the rate of construction is to low. 
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Electricity production in Germany January 2017

EfH 20Source: Fraunhofer

S+W 50% 

S+W > 90 % 

S+W11% 
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Investments in Wind and solar already exceed the German electricity use, even at peakload. 29000 windmills with installed capacity over 50000 MW and 1,6 million solarPVs, over 40000 MW are already today installed. However, since the capacity factors are so low (17 % for wind and 11 % for solar)  the production does not cover the electricity use. And since the productions is very volatile, the back-up capacity needed is massive. As long as the coal and gas production remains in the system, it still functions. The transition from coal to gas is essential to keep the system working and at the same time reduce CO2-emissions. The charts show some examples of the production mix in January and June. As you can see, even within a month, the variation is great. At one time in January wind and solar accounts for 50 % of the energyuse. At another it only amounts to 11 %. And in summer, the system can be covered by as much as 90 % by RES.
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Increased need for system services 
to keep system going

● More than trippled volume 
needed for redispatch. 
Total costs of system 
services for redispatch
actions around €412m.

● Trippled curtailment 
quantity, corresponding 
to 2.6% of the total 
amount of energy 
generated by renewable 
energy installations.

Energy not utalised due to feed-in management

Bundesnetzagentur Bundeskartellamt, Montoring report 2016
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The TSOs' redispatch actions serve to maintain network and system security. In 2015, redispatch actions amounted to 15,811 hours, representing a significant increase from 8,453 hours in 2014. Redispatch actions were taken by the operators on a total of 331 days in 2015 and comprised a total volume of 16,000 GWh compared to 5,197 GWh in 2014. The TSOs put the costs of system services for redispatch actions in 2015 at around €412m. The curtailment quantity as a result of feed-in management measures increased substantially from 1,581 GWh in 2014 to 4,722 GWh in 2015, and was thus almost three times higher than in the previous year. This corresponds to 2.6% of the total amount of energy generated by renewable energy installations, compared to 1% in 2014. The sum total of compensation payments also increased significantly from €83m in 2014 to €315m in 2015. In total, claims for compensation from installation operators for 2015 are estimated at €478m. In total, the costs for network and system security1 increased substantially by about €696m from €436m in 2014 to around €1,133m in 2015. This is primarily due to the large increase in the number of network and system security measures taken in 2015. The TSOs were required to maintain 7,515 MW of reserve capacity to ensure network stability in the winter of 2015/2016. The reserve procured comprised just under 3,000 MW from Germany and around 4,500 MW from foreign power stations. Compared to the previous years the TSOs used the reserve power plants very frequently during the winter half-year of 2015/2016, with the plants providing power on a total of 93 days. The reason here is that as of November 2015 deployment decisions also take into account which plants are most efficient to alleviate the predicted shortages



Increased cost for system security

*Other: reactive power, black start capability, interruptible loads under the Interruptible Loads Ordinance
Bundesnetzagentur Bundeskartellamt, Montoring report 2016

● Total costs for network and 
system security almost 
trippled from €436m in 2014 
to around €1,133m in 2015. 

● 7,515 MW of reserve
capacity was frequently used 
(93 days) to ensure network 
stability in the winter of 
2015/2016.

Breakdown of cost for system services and cost for network and system security 2015 
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Increased need for transmission

Bundesnetzagentur Bundeskartellamt, Montoring report 2016

● In total 1,800 kilometres of lines 
required, by 2016 650 kilometres 
(or around 35%) had been 
constructed based

● On the reporting date 31 December 
2015, total expansion requirements 
of €9.3bn in the next ten years
(2016 – 2026) were reported to
the Bundesnetzagentur 



Loop-flows emphasize the need 
for grid investments

Bundesnetzagentur Bundeskartellamt, Montoring report 2016

2014 2015
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As shown in the diagrams, electricity follows the law of physics and always takes the path of least resistance. A look at Germany's western and eastern borders makes the need for rapid network expansion even clearer. The shortage of transport capacity within Germany means that electricity flows across the western border to the Netherlands, through Belgium and France and then back to Germany. In the east, electricity also follows an indirect path through Poland and Czechia to Austria. In contrast to the west, however, the electricity does not flow back to Germany but is consumed in Austria or transported further. This physical "deficit" amounted in 2015 to -14.45 TWh. The deficit at this border contrasts with the physical surplus at the other borders. This makes clear the shortage of physical capacity between Germany and Austria



Energiwende reveals 100% RES weaknesses
• Half of nuclear procuction replaced

(dependency on coal remains and CO2 emissions hasn’t dropped since 2009)

• Wind and solar gives large challenging power variations 
(not contributing to security of supply)

• Insufficient capacity to balance wind and solar
(at 50% wind/solar, storage capacity would have to increase more than 100 times)

• Unrealistic to electrify Germany with wind solar in 30 years*  
(17% energy through electricity today, with only 3% from wind/solar)

• Cost increased exponantially
(€25bn/year, totalling €530bn by 2025)

* Daniel Wetzel, Die Welt, ”Das Märchenvon der erfolgreichen Energiewende“
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Preliminary statistics for 2017 (from AG Energiebilanzen), show two substantial changes during the period 2009-2017: Electricity production from RES has increased with 121,7 TWh (from 94,9 to 216,6 TWh)Nuclear production has decreased with 59 Wh (from 134,9 to 75,9 TWh)All while the fossile production has decreased by merely 6,2 TWhDuring 2017 the electricity consumption in Germany increased by 19 TWhTo conclude: Through Energiewende Germany has replaced half of its nuclear electricity with RES, and they have initiated a massive export of RES at low prices – but the fossile production has not decreased The subsidies that have made this happen  amounts to 25 billion €/year and prognosis shows that the cost in total by 2025 will be 520 billion €.
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We will need all fossile free sources 
to beat climate change
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